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Abstract
Objectives—Cognitive Interviewing (CI) is a technique increasingly used to obtain respondent
feedback on potential items during questionnaire development. No standard guidelines exist by which
to incorporate CI feedback in deciding to retain, revise, or eliminate potential items. We used CI in
developing fatigue items for the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System (PROMIS) Roadmap initiative. Our aims were to describe the CI
process, formally evaluate the utility of decisions made on the basis of CI, and offer suggestions for
future research.

Methods—Participants were 22 patients with a diverse range of chronic health conditions. During
CI, each participant provided feedback on a series of items. We then reviewed the CI data and decided
whether to retain, revise, or eliminate each potential item. Following this, we developed or adopted
three quantitative methods to compare retained versus eliminated items.

Results—Retained items raised fewer serious concerns, were less likely to be viewed as non-
applicable, and were less likely to display problems with clarity or to make incorrect assumptions
about respondents.

Conclusions—CI was useful in developing the PROMIS fatigue items and the methods used to
judge CI for the present item set may be useful for future investigations.
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Introduction
The Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Information System (PROMIS) is a multi-center,
collaborative project funded under the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research Initiative to
improve the measurement of clinically important symptoms and outcomes. PROMIS aims to
optimize the accuracy and efficiency by which patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are assessed
and employed in research and clinical practice. Its goal is to develop and standardize a set of
item banks that allow the assessment of key symptoms and health concepts relevant to a wide
range of patient-reported chronic disease outcomes [1]. The first set of PROMIS item banks
focuses on the domains of emotional distress, social function, physical function, pain, and
fatigue.

The present investigation focused on fatigue, an experience familiar to almost all people and
applicable to a variety of situations (e.g., occupational, academic, athletic, and medical).
Researchers have struggled for years to define and measure fatigue in a broadly acceptable
manner [2-4]. Fatigue can be measured as a decline in behavioral performance over time (e.g.,
when the number of pounds a weightlifter can bench press lessens with repetition), but it is
most commonly assessed as a subjective feeling by means of self-report questionnaires [3,5].
The provisional definition used for PROMIS reflects an interest in medically relevant
pathological fatigue. Fatigue is defined as an overwhelming, debilitating and sustained sense
of exhaustion that decreases one’s ability to carry out daily activities, including the ability to
work effectively and to function at one’s usual level in family or social roles [6-8].

During the PROMIS project a variety of qualitative and quantitative methods have been applied
to potential fatigue items in an effort to create item banks characterized by items with a high
degree of both precision and range [9,10]. One of these techniques is cognitive interviewing
(CI).[11]. During CI respondents are probed for their interpretation of question content and
response options to determine potential problems or concerns associated with each item. This
feedback is used by test developers to refine and improve their questionnaires. Methods are
available to help interviewers elicit and categorize types of respondent feedback, for example,
in terms of ambiguity, language, comprehensibility, and relevance of items [11];CDC National
Center for Health Statistics)[12].

Despite the increasing use of CI in questionnaire development [13-15], little has been written
to quantify its benefits[16,17]. This is most likely due to the qualitative nature of CI and the
feedback it generates. While such data are not easily quantified, we sought to determine if there
was an approximate correspondence that could serve to quantitatively corroborate its benefit
to questionnaire design. We recognized that such an approach would never capture the full
richness and complexity of the CI process, but wanted to provide an initial quantitative
assessment of its utility. This was important for the PROMIS project because the initial list of
potential items came from existing questionnaires that were already in use.

Focusing on fatigue, the goal of the present investigation was to demonstrate that the items
chosen for retention during CI were quantifiably better than those that were eliminated. We
evaluated the performance of retained versus eliminated items in terms of: 1) the number of
serious concerns raised by the respondents about the item, 2) the number of items respondents
viewed as non-applicable, and 3) the number of specific types of problems reported (e.g.,
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clarity), following the scheme described by Willis and Lessler in the Question Appraisal
System (QAS-99) [18].

Methods
General PROMIS Methods

The process began with a step-wise qualitative item review that included: 1) identification of
items from existing fatigue scales, 2) item classification and selection, 3) item revision, 4) focus
group exploration of domain coverage, 5) CI on individual items, 6) final revision before field
testing[9]. More than 80 fatigue questionnaires were initially reviewed, resulting in a list of
over 1000 potential fatigue items, though many of these were quite similar to one another. By
the time of the CI step, a total of 136 potential items remained (see examples in Table 1). These
items were grouped into four non-overlapping sets of 34 items each, with one set administered
to each subject in the first round of CI (some subjects were administered additional revised
items during a second round of CI). We allowed similar questions to be grouped together so
that respondents could consider and comment on the similarities and differences between
wording choices if that seemed important to them.

Recruitment of CI Participants
The participant sample was intended to represent a diverse range of chronic health conditions
(e.g., diabetes, chronic pulmonary disease, cardiovascular disease, musculoskeletal disease,
chronic pain, and chronic gastrointestinal conditions) and socio-demographic characteristics.
Fatigue is common in many of these conditions, but there is also substantial variability between
individuals. The aim was to include subjects with mild, moderate, and severe levels of fatigue
in the review of each item. Participants were interviewed at the University of North Carolina
(UNC), Chapel Hill, Medical School. Potential participants were recruited from two sources:
the North Carolina Musculoskeletal Health Project and the UNC General Internal Medicine
Practice.

The North Carolina Musculoskeletal Health Project is a collaborative database established by
researchers and clinicians at the Thurston Arthritis Research Center and Department of
Orthopedics at the UNC Medical School. The database contains a list of consecutive patients
from the rheumatology and orthopedics clinics seen at UNC who consented to participate in
future studies. Potential cognitive interview participants were mailed an invitation letter that
provided an overview of the purpose and nature of the cognitive interviews and asked if they
would be willing to participate. Interested patients could contact the study personnel by email
or phone. The research staff also followed up with phone calls to assess interest in participating
in the study and to determine eligibility. In addition, patients were directly approached and
screened for eligibility at the UNC General Internal Medicine Practice with the permission of
the treating physician. This study was previously approved by the UNC Institutional Review
Board and is protocol # 05-2571.

Inclusion Criteria
Patients were eligible to participate in the cognitive interviews if: 1) they were at least 18 years
of age, 2) had seen a physician for a chronic health condition within the past 5 years, 3) were
able to speak and read English, 4) were willing to provide written informed consent prior to
study entry, 5) had no concurrent medical or psychiatric condition that, in the investigator’s
opinion, may preclude participation in this study, and, 6) had no cognitive or other impairment
(e.g., visual) that would interfere with completing an interview.
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Conducting the Cognitive Interviews
Each CI was conducted face-to-face and lasted approximately 45-60 minutes. Patients
completed paper and pencil questionnaires consisting of 34 items (from the total of 136), and
then were debriefed by the interviewers. Going item by item, the interviewer asked a series of
open-ended questions, following a script, seeking comments with regard to the item stem (body
of the question), the response options, and the time frame (the period covered by the questions,
which was uniformly set at seven days). The interviewer asked summary questions at the end
of the interview (questions shown in Table 2).

All 136 items were reviewed by five to six participants during the first interview round and the
19 items subjected to a second round of CI were reviewed by a minimum of three more
participants. While this is not a large number of CI per item, it should be noted that most of
the PROMIS items were taken and slightly modified from existing questionnaires that had been
used in large numbers of subjects already. In addition, CI was only one in a series of techniques
used to refine the questionnaire items.

CI data was collected by trained interviewers at UNC, Chapel Hill Medical School. They were
faculty or graduate students in public health or social work who underwent two CI training
sessions for four hours each, including methods, protocol review, and practicing with feedback.
All interviews were conducted by two staff. One conducted the interview while the other took
detailed notes and recorded the interview. Recordings were only used to fill in gaps in the notes
and were not transcribed verbatim. After the interview, one staff took the notes and organized
them into a cohesive report along with the comments from the other cognitive interviews for
the given item.

Modification of Items on the basis of CI
After completion of the first round of cognitive interviews, on an item-by-item basis, we
decided if each item needed revision based on feedback from cognitive debriefing. As
mentioned in the introduction, there is no standard method for using CI feedback to modify
items. The summary of CI feedback for each item was reviewed by a group of five individuals
at Stony Brook University including persons with expertise in the study of fatigue and the
development of self-report measures (the present authors [AS, DJ, and CC] and two other
members of the research team). The group decided on a consensus basis whether to retain,
revise, or eliminate each item. In arriving at a decision, the group placed particular weight on
comments that arose in the feedback of more than one respondent. However, a single negative
remark was occasionally enough to lead to a decision to revise or eliminate an item (e.g., a
remark signaling a serious misunderstanding of the item stem). For items judged as requiring
substantial revision, a second round of CI was undertaken with three to five participants
reviewing each item.

Evaluation of Decisions Made in Response to CI
After the CI process was complete, we decided to formally evaluate whether the items we
accepted fared better than the eliminated items in terms of the concerns raised by subjects
during CI. Revised items that were sent back for re-evaluation after Round 1 were not re-rated,
since we were most interested in the final disposition of an item (retained versus eliminated).
Items revised after Round 1 were only rated after completion of CI Round 2 when their final
disposition (i.e., retained versus eliminated) was known. (There were two items that were
revised after Round 2 without another CI round, and we decided to exclude these items from
analysis).

We developed and adopted methods to assess the following questions regarding the accepted
versus eliminated items: Did the retained items have fewer serious CI concerns than eliminated
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items? Were eliminated items more likely to be seen as non-applicable to respondents’ lives?
What types of concerns were raised for eliminated versus retained items using the QAS-99
[18]? Below we describe the methods used to address each of the questions raised. Two of the
present authors (DJ and CC) employed these methods approximately four months after the
initial decisions had been made. In an effort to minimize the influence of the earlier decisions
on the more quantitative formal evaluations, information on item disposition was removed
from item spreadsheets that were used during the formal evaluations.

Metric for evaluating if the retained items raise fewer serious concerns during CI than
eliminated items

We categorized the number of concerns that were raised for each item into mild concerns and
serious concerns. Concerns were defined as follows:

Mild Concern—We considered a concern mild when a subject suggested alternate wording
without specifically stating that the current wording was bad. Words like “preferred”,
“offered”, or “suggested” were considered a “mild” concern.

Serious Concern—We considered a concern serious if one or more of the following
conditions were met: a) The respondent insisted on a wording change, using expressions like
“should”, “needs to”, “must”, etc.; b) the respondent specifically said something negative about
the existing item, regardless of whether the respondent provided alternate wording or not; or
c) the comments of a respondent reflected a misunderstanding of either the item stem or the
response options.

Each item was reviewed by three to six CI participants (5 to 6 in the first round of CI, and at
least 3 in the second round) who could indicate whether they had problems with the stem and/
or response categories. Because the total number of concerns raised (either mild or serious)
could differ based on the number of participants, the number of concerns for each item was
divided by the number of participants who viewed that item. We calculated this separately for
mild and for serious concerns. Our primary focus was on the serious concerns. This procedure
allowed us to get a quantitative picture of the number of concerns raised for each of the
eliminated as well as retained items.

We determined the degree to which we were able to reliably assess the severity of concerns
raised by participants by having two raters jointly review a subset of items (n = 19). The raters
coded and then discussed the items one at a time in an effort to increase inter-rater coding
consistency. The remaining items were then rated independently. The two raters classified
participants’ concerns as mild and/or serious in an identical fashion for 93% of the items
(111/119). As an alternative measure of reliability, we obtained the intraclass correlation,
which yielded a value of .91 (p < .001) for mild concerns and .93 (p < .001) for serious
concerns (using a two-way mixed model). The few remaining differences between raters were
resolved by joint discussion of the items, so that all ratings reported were the consensus opinion
of both raters.

Metric for evaluating if eliminated items were more likely to be seen as non-applicable to
respondents’ lives

We counted the number of subjects who stated that an item was not applicable to their lives
during the past 7 days. For example, respondents commented that the particular experience or
particular event mentioned in the item did not occur for them during that time period. For
example, subjects not working rated the following item as non-applicable: “how often did you
feel used up at the end of the workday?”
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As with the severity ratings, two raters jointly reviewed a subset of items (n = 19). The raters
coded and then discussed the items one at a time in an effort to increase inter-rater coding
consistency. The remaining items were then rated independently. A 99% agreement rate
(118/119) was achieved for the applicability ratings and the intraclass correlation for
applicability ratings was .86 (p < .001). The difference between raters on the single item was
resolved by joint discussion of the item, and all ratings reported were the consensus opinion
of both raters.

Metric for evaluating the types of concerns raised for eliminated versus retained items using
the QAS-99

We used the QAS-99 [18] as a method of categorizing the item problems identified during the
CI process. The QAS-99 consists of eight major categories that address item problems (shown
in Table 3). Most of the QAS-99 categories (categories 3-8) identify types of problems that are
associated with each item from the respondent’s perspective, but category 1 (Reading) pertains
to difficulties reading items from the interviewer’s perspective and category 2 (Instructions)
pertains to difficulties respondents have with the overall instructional set rather than to any
individual item. Because the focus of the CI in PROMIS was to obtain item-by-item analysis
from the respondent’s perspective, we excluded categories 1 and 2. Therefore, the major
categories we assessed were: Clarity, Assumptions, Knowledge/Memory, Sensitivity/Bias,
Response Categories, and Other Problems.

To ensure that the complexity of the rating task was captured, we chose to establish inter-rater
reliability for the QAS-99 classifications on the items with the highest likelihood of exhibiting
problems, that is, the 55 items that were revised or eliminated in each round of CI. For training
purposes a subset of the items (n = 8) that would undergo QAS-99 classification was jointly
reviewed and discussed by the two raters. The raters coded and then discussed the items one
at a time in an effort to increase inter-rater coding consistency. Inter-rater reliability was
established on the 47 remaining items.

Establishing inter-rater reliability for QAS-99 ratings was more complicated than for the
severity and non-applicability ratings, because it was possible to assign more than one QAS-99
problem category to each item [18]. Thus, the raters could agree on some but not all of the
same categories. For example on item X, Rater 1 could assign problems with Clarity and
Assumptions; for the same item Rater 2 could assign problems with Clarity and Response
Options. As a result, inter-rater agreement could be determined in multiple ways and we defined
two levels of agreement: identical and partial. Identical agreement required that the choices of
the two raters were exactly the same. Identical agreement was obtained for 79% (37/47) of the
items. Partial agreement is a more lenient standard. It required that at least one of the choices
of the two raters (and possibly more) was the same. All differences on the QAS-99 were
resolved by the two raters, following discussion of the items, and all ratings reported can be
considered the consensus opinion of both raters.

Results
Cognitive Interview Participants

The sample of cognitive interview participants consisted of 22 patients (See Table 4). Patients
reported a wide array of medical diseases, including diabetes, high blood pressure, depression,
liver disease, and inflammatory bowel syndrome. The most frequent diagnoses were arthritis,
heart disease, and chronic pain. A median of three medical diagnoses was reported.
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The Two CI Rounds
A total of 136 fatigue items were submitted for the first round of CI. Of those, 33 (24%) were
eliminated and 19 (14%) were sent back for reevaluation in a second CI round. Not all of the
19 items sent back for re-evaluation were revised; three were reviewed again in their original
form, because we felt that the original CI comments were not definitive and additional CI
feedback was desired. In the second round of testing, only 3 (16%) items were eliminated (n
= 1) or revised (n = 2). At the completion of both rounds of CI, 102 items (75%) were deemed
acceptable and 34 items (25%) were eliminated.

Did the retained items raise fewer serious concerns during CI than eliminated items?
Non-normal distributions were found for each of the variables measuring concern: mild
concerns per participant (median = 0.0, range 0 – 1.0), serious concerns per participant (median
0.0, range, 0 – 2.2). Hence, analyses comparing the number of concerns and non-applicability
ratings between retained and eliminated fatigue items were conducted using the non-parametric
Mann Whitney test (see Table 5). Results showed higher mean ranks of serious concerns for
eliminated items compared to retained items (p <.001). No differences were found for mild
concerns.

Were eliminated items more likely to be seen as non-applicable to respondents’ lives?
Deviations from normality were also found for non-applicability ratings per participant
(median = 0.0, range 0 – 0.7), so the comparison of non-applicability ratings between retained
and eliminated fatigue items were conducted via the non-parametric Mann Whitney test (see
Table 5). Eliminated items had a higher mean rank of non-applicability ratings compared to
retained items (p < .01).

What types of concerns were raised for eliminated versus retained items using the QAS-99?
Concerns raised about eliminated items were classified into QAS categories (71% had 1 QAS
concern, and 27% had 2 QAS concerns). Differences were examined between the types of
concerns raised for retained and eliminated items for each of the QAS-99 categories. Concerns
in the category of Clarity were more common for eliminated items (70%; 24/34) than for
retained items (30%; 31/102) (p < .01). Likewise, concerns pertaining to Assumptions (i.e.,
items that were non-applicable to some people, items that assumed constant behavior, or items
that were double-barreled) were raised for 29% (10/34) of the eliminated items compared to
11% of the retained items (11/102) (ps = .01). No differences were found for Knowledge/
Memory-related concerns, and concerns regarding Response Categories. Sensitivity/Bias-
related concerns or Other Problems were not coded for any of the items.

Discussion
Cognitive interviewing (CI) is a technique increasingly used to elicit respondent feedback to
aid in the development of questionnaires [11,19]. The process of CI has been described, and
the kinds of problems that items can display have been categorized [11,20]. However, despite
its increased use, there is little quantitative evidence demonstrating the benefits of the
qualitative feedback it generates [16,17]. Our goal was to develop measures to quantify the
impact of CI on the development of fatigue items for PROMIS and we present our experience
as a suggested way of synthesizing the vast amount of input one can acquire from even a small
number of interviews.

Our decisions on how to utilize respondents’ feedback during CI were originally based on
informal group consensus following a review of the transcripts, that is, they were qualitative
in nature. In an a posteriori effort, we developed quantitative strategies to measure CI feedback
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in terms of severity and non-applicability and adopted methods to determine specific problem
types. This allowed us to evaluate the quality of the initial group decisions.

Results from each of the strategies provided consistent support that the retained fatigue items
were better received by CI respondents than eliminated items and supported our initial
qualitative decisions. First, we found that respondents raised fewer serious concerns for
retained versus eliminated items. Second, respondents were more likely to view the eliminated
items as non-applicable to their lives during the recall period of seven days. The low average
number of serious concerns raised per item was likely sdue to the relatively high quality of the
original questions, which were adapted from existing fatigue questionnaires.

With regard to QAS categories of concern, retained items were less likely than those eliminated
to raise concerns regarding their clarity or to make incorrect assumptions regarding the
respondent. Some categories of QAS concerns were not mentioned at all by participants (e.g.,
Sensitivity/Bias), which may reflect the absence of probes addressing those issues or may have
resulted from idiosyncratic properties of these fatigue items.

There may be a concern that individuals who made the initial qualitative CI decisions were
also involved in the quantification of CI feedback after the fact, and that this may have increased
the level of consistency found between qualitative and quantitative methods. The influence of
the earlier qualitative decisions on the later quantitative measurements was minimized to some
extent by the waiting period of approximately four months before quantitative measurements
were taken. In addition, we removed items’ final disposition (i.e., retained versus eliminated)
resulting from our informal method from the relevant spreadsheets. We decided after the
qualitative decisions had been made to determine whether it was possible to apply quantitative
methods to this type of qualitative information. Refinement of CI procedures is warranted given
their increased use in questionnaire development [12]. Future studies attempting to compare
the two approaches to measurement should ensure that they are made independently.

CI is an inherently qualitative process that is not easily quantified [19]. Interpreting CI feedback
is not a simple exercise where a majority rules. If one person in a small sample has a different
interpretation of an item, that can be enough for test developers to consider revision or
elimination [19]. Nonetheless, a quantitative approach can help bring data across items into a
standard metric, making it easier to identify common concerns among item candidates (e.g.
inappropriate assumptions about the lives of respondents). The use of a quantitative approach
can make the process of CI interpretation more transparent, consistent, and reproducible. We
recognize that that our approach to its quantification is imperfect. However, there did appear
to be a high enough correspondence to validate the utility of CI for this set of items. It can be
useful to point to this type of quantitative data in demonstrating the benefits of CI, particularly
to persons less familiar with the technique.
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Table1

Examples of PROMIS fatigue items

1. How often did your fatigue make it difficult to plan activities ahead of time?

1 Never

2 Rarely

3 Sometimes

4 Often

5 Always

2. How bushed were you on average?

1 Not at all

2 A little bit

3 Somewhat

4 Quite a bit

5 Very much
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Table 2

Probes for Cognitive Interview

1 How would you say this question in your own words?

2 How easy or hard was this question to answer? (If interviewee finds it hard to answer) How would you reword the question to make
it easier to answer?

3 How easy or hard was it to tell the difference between each choice?

4 You chose (quote their choice) as your answer. What does (quote their choice) mean to you?

5 If you could change the answers to this question to make them easier to understand, what would you do-- if anything?

6 When you read the words “past 7 days” which days did you think of? (e.g. From which day to which day?

7 Did you think mostly about your experience on specific days or what was typical for you over the last 7 days (If specific days, “can
you tell me more about what made you think about those specific days?”)

8 Would you have responded to this statement differently if we asked you about what had happened over the last 30 days instead of only
the last 7 days?

9 Finally, what could we do, if anything, to improve these questions when we use them in the future with other people like you?
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Table 3

QAS-99 Categories[18]

STEP 1: READING: Determine if it is difficult for the interviewers to read the question uniformly to all respondents.

STEP 2: INSTRUCTIONS: Look for problems with any introductions, instructions, or explanations from the respondent’s point of view.

STEP 3: CLARITY: Identify problems related to communicating the intent or meaning of the question to the respondent.

STEP 4: ASSUMPTIONS: Determine if there are problems with assumptions made or the underlying logic.

STEP 5: KNOWLEDGE/MEMORY: Check whether respondents are likely to not know or have trouble remembering information.

STEP 6: SENSITIVITY/BIAS: Assess questions for sensitive nature or wording, and for bias.

STEP 7: RESPONSE CATEGORIES: Assess the adequacy of the range of responses to be recorded.

STEP 8: OTHER: Look for problems not identified in Steps 1 - 7.
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Table 4

Characteristics of Cognitive Interview participants (N = 22)

Mean Age in years 63.5 (SD = 11.6)

% Female 55%

Reported Race 50% White

50% Black

Education

    • ≤ High school graduate 50% (n = 11)

    • Some college/technical degree 18% (n = 4)

    • College graduate (BA, BS) 14% (n = 3)

    • Advanced degree (MA, MD, PHD) 18% (n = 4)

Reported Ethnicity 0% Latino/Hispanic

Median Number of Reported Medical Diagnoses 3 (range 1 to 9)

Most Frequently Reported Medical Diagnoses Arthritis (n = 16, 73%)

Heart Disease (n = 10, 45%)

Chronic Pain (n = 9, 41%)
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Table 5

Mean Rank

Retained Items
(n = 102)

Eliminated Items
(n = 34) z p

Mild Concerns 70.3 63.2 −1.28 .20

Serious Concerns 57.0 103.2 −6.58 <.001

Non-Applicability 65.9 76.3 −3.08 <. 01
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